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ABSTRACT
A procedure.was devised to assebs the degtee of

reliability and validityof a betavior ratimq scale checklist used to
evaluate parents' training with handicapped infants.
Reliability vas tested by independent observers viewing videOtapes. of
trainifig sessions and filling cut Aecklist ratings of the parents'
behaviors." Validity was i'ssegsed ty obsetvers vielafg videotapds of
training sessions, recording each,training behavior exhibited by the
parent as correct or incorrect, and/then comparing these re,sults to
results of checklists ratiras for the same training s4ssion. Thek
degree of reliability was corsistently high for.one of twc obgetvier
pairse-and the degree of validity was high for both pairsh, in that
the results obtained by the checklist corresponded with the results
obtained by the detailed frequency counts. The results,i4dicated that
the cheOclist seemed to be easy to use as well as being am accurate
assessment device. (Author/CTM)
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Verificatiofi .8f Reliabilftx and-Validity qf a Behavior

a
Ifating.Scale

A procedure was devised tO'asseas the degree of reliability and validity

f a behavior rating scale CheckliAt used to evaluate parents' training

gkills.. Reliability.was tested by indeperfdent observers viewing video-
.

. .

. .
, .

topes of training sessions 'and filling out checklist ratings of the
.

,

parents' behvaiors..Validity was-assessOU by 'observers viewing video-

%. .
./

tes of training sessions,'recording eAph training behavior exhibited
. ,

. .

. , then
by the ia,rent as correct or incorret, and/UON comparing these results

..
1

_ .

. . %
to'results.of checklist ratings for the same training sessiom-The degree'

.

of reliability was consistently high .for one tlf two observer pairs, aria

the degree of validity was high fore both pairst,in that the results

obtained,by thrchecklist corre4pongied with 44e results,obtained by the
P 7

,detailed frevency counts. The yesults indicated that the checklist

seemed to be ea4sy,to us4 as well as being an accurate asssssmentdevice.
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Verifibation of Reliability and Validitl, of a Aehavior Rating Scale

Many'clifferent systems for recording/human behavior have been de-

vised. These observational instrumentsiange from simple rating scales,.

which typically c nsist (4,genera1ly defined 'categories of h7ehaviors,

to detailed obserfrational systems, which require exact counting-of all

responses at di,lferent intervals. The advantages of the rating scale

. format are that'this type of instnument usually is not difficult for

.
. c

staff to learn to use, and it does not require a great deal of time to
r

implement...On the other hand, a potentially seri us diSadvantage with

rating scales is that due to the vagueness, of th4 sCale,' results ob-

a

tained may not be reliable and valid, necessary characteristics of

any recording .system If a checklist scale of behaviors could meet relia-
.

bility.a110 validity standaeds, then it would he an observational. instru-

ment of.simple,design, easily.used,.and which one Obuld have confidence

in the results.

A cheokliAtrating scNe Was created to assess the quality of ttaiping
) #

exhibited by par'ents of handicaPped infants Coopies 4bf the checklist and

instructions for use may be obtained by iontacting the authors). This

checkliSt allowed assessment of parents' training abilities in six areas:

%
instruction; prompt, non-word cue, rein-forcement, model, and ignoring. Each

of these training skill categories were specificallydefined. Staff used the

-checklist in the following manner. As a parent worked oft a,task with the 4

child,'thf staff person observed the training. After training ended, the

//'. dbserver immediately filled out the checklist by rating the proportion of

1(

training behaviors, per category, exhibite correctly according to the pre-

determine'd definitions. For example,,the staff person determined that out of

. all thetimes the parent gave instructions, only half of these instances were
-

4
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A

. I
. ...

.
corrNitly exhibited as determined by the definition for the use f instruc ---

,

Lions. Thus, the aff peron marked "half" on the rating scal .': .

)

'Once this checklist scale was created,eat. was necessary to deter-

mine if it met reri.ability,and validity standards.'First, was necessary

to determine if ihdependent observers could agree in their scoring of'the
. #.,

.

, .

training behaviors of the slme parent during the same essyh (reliability).- s
.

.. .

Also, it was necessary'to detprmine if resufts from any checklist actually
. N .

.

portrayed what really occurred during that session (validity). Relia-

bility was teSted by two obseryeTs viewing a videotape of a training session
.;

(involvieng parent and child) and in,pendently filling dut the checklist 4

ratings of the parent's behavior. Reliatallity was defined in terms of the
4

proportion of checklist categories which the two observers scored exactly

the same.'Validity was aSsessed by first having two observers vibw a

videotape of a training,session and record each traiving t)ehavior exhibited

by the parent as either correct or incorrect. This yielded an exact
4

frequency count of ttie\parent's training behavior. The reqults of this-
.

frequency count were compared tb the-results of checklist ratings for thp same

trait/ng session. The extentto which each category was scOred exactly the

same way on both the chetklist and frequency counts determined the degree

,of Validity.

Method

For reliability and validity assessment two pairs of observers wefe used,

hereafter identified as Pairs 1 and 2. Each painyorked at different time of
a

4? the day.
41,

Videotapes Of 59 different trainingTactivities involvincra parent working

, ,

with the child were used for assessment pirposes. Confidentiality-of cliehts
. ,

A / l 104'
V

-..... was protected by (a) obtaining parent's permission to make videotapes, (b) never
,

identifying parent or child by name to.the observers, and (c) notifying the
, e 7
. \ ' ..

observers that their worlc-- . . 5
.A. .
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was to'remain corifideltial. Each activity was approximately 3-75 minutes in
4

length. the activities, were viewed by the observers in a random order,

Reliability assessment Reliability was computed hy dividing the number of

categories that the two observers rated.the same,by tile total numberof

categories,rated, multiplied by 100. Reliability was always computed.using

the.'initial -ratings for a training activity, bef6i-e observers discussed

the rafings.

'The observers Were-taught to use the checklist by iristructions,

practice, in tile following order:

. 1. The history, rationale, and purpose were explained;

2. The definitions of each category were reviewecland explained;

3- Each observer completed the-"example lesson #2" sheet; J

,4. A "training. tape" (videotape consisting of parents working with their
children, illustrating different types of trainfng behaviors) was -

viewed and the obervers recmrded whiehhehaviors ere exhibited; .

5.. The procedure for completing the actual ratings on the 'checklist
% was discussed;

6. The first taped activity was then rated by each pair of observers.
First, the definitions of one of the categories of that activity
were discuss4d. Then the activity was_plAyed one time, and when it
ended the observers independently rated only that Category. Then the
definitions of a second category,were,digcugsed and the ctivityi
played Again. When it finished the observers independently rateIrthis
second category. This procedure of evaluating one category at a time -

continued for all categories. After all were rated, the reliability'
of Sgreement was computed. A discussion followed concerning the ratings
and any disagieements. The same actiyity-was viewed in the manner
de'scribed abpve until 80-100% reliability was obtained 'between the
$wo observers.on each category,

.4-
7. For the next two activities, obse rs rated twg categories at One

time. Thus, the definitions of two categories were discussed and
then the tape of that activity was played one time. Observers in-
dependently rated the two gategories. Then the definitions of-the
next two categories.were disCussed, the tape played once Ogain, and
independent ratings made. This procedurg continued until all of
the categories were rated. Reliability of agreement was.computed.

ft

if
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The same activity was.viewed In the manner described aDove until
80,-100% reliability was obtained between the two observers for 'each
category.

8. Begirrning with the fourth activity, the observers were required to
.rateall categories from just one viewing'of the activity. The
definitions_for each CategorY.were first discussed. Then the tape
was played one time, after which the.observers independently rated
each category. The reliability was computed snd a discusSion of 4ny
'discrepancies followed. If the initial reliability was less than
Elo,aoot fOr any category, the activity was played again until it
met'that citterion,

. . - .

Reliabpity assessment,continued in_this manner until the rate of

percent agteement consisted of A stable leved or downward (negative) trend,
1

ove r five consecutive activities viewed duririg one 60 minute work'session.

At_this point validity assessment began.

Validity assessment Validity was,..-d-eterminedsby the agreement.....betweeli

ratings of a checklist and the frequency of'behaviors actually exhibited

by'parentsaUring a session. To assess vlidity the observers fit'st learned

to compute an exact frequency count,Of each correct and incorrect training

behavior exhibited by the parent. -

When compVng.the frequenq count, the tape of an activity was re-
.

.played as often'as either observer requested..Observers used stop watches
\'

. to time durations of-and intervals between behaviors. The observers marked

each instance -of a training behavior as either correc,tor incorrect,

according to-the definitions of the categories. In this phase as well,

reliability of agreement between scores obtain0 by these frequency cqunts
ft

of the two observers was computed. RéliabIlity.scorei weir computed usiniz

the initial counts of each observer. Any category wiftria percent rTabiliby

of.A0-100% from the initlal viewing was considered rel$ably measured. How-
.

ever, the observers were required to. watoch the activity again adti do another
e

),

.

frequency count of behaviors withip any category that dicrnof yiel d this percent
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A

reliability agreement.

Once reliability in each category'was 80-100%, each observer scored

111

0

' 4

the results of the frequency count in terms of xhe ChecklisCratings.

For example, if by the frequency count it was shown that'57% of all

5

Instructions were uAd correctly, an observer rated ihe Instruction cate-'
0 ,

4gory 'as 'half': (34-67%) s.

The observers were taught, to perform ehe TrequenCy count evaluation

by instruction and practice in the following order:. ,

1. The rationale and purpose was explained;

2.. The frequency count data form was explained;

3. The frequency count of ta%Pfirst activity consisted of the two
observers viewing the Lape and discussing and) recording what was
observed. In other words, the observers did hot record independently.'

t.
4. Once the observers agreed on the reCording of.the first activity,

the same.tape Was played again. Thi s. time the observers independently .

counted the behaviors. After the activity was completed, the.relia-
.

bility of agreement between the observers was computed. A,discussion
followed concerning any di4erences in the frequency counts. The
same acti4ity was used-until there was 80-100% reliabljLity for
each category'.

. .
.

.
,

5. Beginning with the nexe activity the observers independently computed
,

' a frequency count-of parent behaviors. Only discussion oT the Ofini-.
. -tions of the categories was allowed.bçfore1 the amputinf began.,Re-
'liability was computed for the initial scqfring. If any catelzory
yielded.less than 80,-100% reliability', th tape was played agaln

. .

and frequency counts made until the wrcent a ement reached this
criterion..

Us.e of the,frequency counts continued in this manner.,The activites"

-

J -used for viewing were those activities on which the other Pair of ob-:

serverswhad obtained a 100% reliability With their thecklist ratings.

1 To determine the actual validity aAsessment, the ratings cilned
.

by the ..frequency count done by one pair of observery Were_compared tol

the ratings'obtaiad by the checklists done by the'Other pair of ob2,-.

servers,' all on the same activity. The percent asrepment between'the)

I
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two instrument ratings.was computed by cpyiding.the number of categories

. .

that had the same ratings on both instruments, divided-by the total number

of categories rated, multiplied by 100.-

It. I

-Resuits

Reliability Assessment

Pair 1 requirRd approximately 5 hours of, instrhc.tiOn adiFpractiCe

before they began evaluating actirities using the checklist, rating.all r-\

categories gt once, The data concerning the percent of reliability of.

Pair 1 are found in Figure 1. The percent agreement using the checklist

ranged from D-loca: with a mean of 58.409; and a mediari of 30.0%. The.rate

of agreement stabiJized in a downward (negative) trend after 17 activities.

Pair,2 beg.an eiraluating activities using the cklist and ralini

alr categories at once after approximately 4 hours of pstruction and

practice". The data concerning the percett reliability agreement of this

pair df observers'are found in Figure 2. The.percent agreemeht using the

checklist rariged from 0-100% with a mean of 71.8% and a median of 60.0%.

The rate-of agreement stabilized'in a downward (negative) trend after 32

.4.

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here

Validity Assessment
-

Pair I required aPprOximately 2 hóurS'..to learn how to compute the

frequency count and to begin.counting behaviors in. actiV.ties. Pair 1 used

-.the frequency count on a,total of five activities. The reliability between
.

I

t"
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. .-.

these two observer ranged from.62-88%, with a mean of 61.0% (see Figure 1).
. 1

. .

'Pair 2 was instru tedlon the use of the frequency'count for approximatebi"

3 hours. Their'reliabiUty Using the frequency,count on thret activities

ranged from 79.4%-100% with a mean of 89.7% (see Figure 2).

The reliability between the coded activities done by one pair and the

checklist ratings of the same activities by he other pair ranged from 80-

-100%, with a mean-of 91..3% (Figure '3).

Insert Figbre 3 about he,

Discussion

, #
These data-seem to in icate that'the checklist was a 'reliable and

1,valid measuring instrument The percent agreement between the two observers

Of-Pair I failed to ConsIstently fall within,the 8-07400% range- ftwever,

the scores were close to that levl, and it.is quite probable with further

training These observers dould produce tagh reliability. TI.W other team.4

observevs consistentl)kyielded reliagle scores.
,

Comparing the checklist ratings with the frequendV count data yielded

validity within the aeceptable 80-100% range. The results of the dhecklists

appeared_to accurately reflee.t the quality Of the parent training behaviors-
.

_being exhibited duriing the sessions (as.defined by the definitions of the

1
,categories).

When using the checklist, of all tl tAles that two observers' agreed

oh a rating, that ratings was usually either an "all" or "none". In

1
other words, most of the time two observers agreed in the checklist ratincs,

they were rating either "all" or "none". Even thought tbis may suggest

that observers were just ghessing in their ratings and merely checking

either th6 low or high extreme of the rating, this does not seem to be

jo
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the case. These same categories wete,ra,ted "all." or "none" yhen computing

the frequency count data, which confirmed-the accuracy of the' checkrist

ratings.sAlso, on the fe* categories which were reliably rated "few",.
,

"half", and."most" by two obseivers using checklists, the eXact same

ratings were received,ustng the frequency count,,Thus-,- it appears that

ehe shecklist rating's wgre indeed acturat representatipnp of the parents

training behaviors..
4Or

"

110

V
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Reliability Between Frequency Counts'
and Checklist Ratings
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CHECKLIST

Fill in.each box for each ttchnique. There'are 3 measures: (1) Frequency .

of. technique being used; (2) Quality dT the, use of each technique based
on attached definitions, and'(3) Additional prObleMs observed in the use

of the technique. Note: Whenevei "non7:given" is'atecked go tO next

technique,

.._
.

A. INSTRUCTIONS: None givep, none needed None give',' br should

1. -Live
.

.

.

Frelvendy: Was this -technique.used enoup?
*

.,..

too few , just enough too,many
'

V
Quality: When this technique was observed, was it usd appropriate

according to definitions?

r -

None (0%) Few (1-33%) Half (34-6177) .

Mose (68-9970' All (100%)

Aplditiopal Problems:

talks too slow
talks too lo00,

' talks too fast talks too soft
obher

B. PROMPTS: NOne given, none needed NOne.given but should

Wave
Frequency:. Wds"tItis technique used enought?.

4 e
/

:() few ir just enough too many

t

A

A

, e
V

A .) O

Quality': When this technique was observed, was it used appropriate'
. according to definitions? . ..

.None (0%;)' Few (1-33%) / Half (34-67W.1.
I

Most (68-99%) AY1 (10O%)

4/ Additional problems:
rt.

Stopsrprompt when.child resists Too slow to give prompt
-Too fast to give prompt Other'

"t



Family, and Infantlearning,Program

Child DATit

yareni Trainer Home Trainer

.Activity

\ The following definitiohs of.appropriate teaching techniques shogld be read and
compl6ted before observing a trainini:session. Definitions may bp modified or
c1iminated7actording to individual parent-child heeds (to'modify fill in space
pr6vided; to eliminate, draw a line through undesired part of definition).

, . ,

I ,
.

... Instruc,ii n: (JO verbealizations that speciiy or cue target reaponse (example:
,

:
etRick up the ball",'sweetie, over heDen4

.
3.. ,

_ .7.
;

.
. (2) ne_pol.a than ; conisecutive instructions;

_ .

. (3) modifi cations.,

.

Prpmpe:- (1.) full or partial (circle 1 Or'2 ) physical guidUhce to perform

.
target response (example: grasping child's hand and putting it on

the ball ,

(2) Tust occur within 3 seconds,of an.instruction if child-doesn't do

(3) modifitations

Non-Word '(1) motioning, gesturing,, non-word sounda,that cue target ;4fonse
Cue: (eXample: making a:"come here" gesture with hands to cue the child

f to crawl toward parent);
(2) each must be no more than seconds durations;

(3) must occur-within 3 secohds of an instruction if.child doesn't do

(4) modifications e.
t

A

Reinforcement: (1) positive comments, gestures, tone of voice, physical
for.target response (example: parent hugging child and says

Models:

" !"you did it.; . .
. .

. .

(2) must occur within 2 seconds of target response;
()) must occur for seconds; -.. .

(4) modifications .

(1)' peiforminethe target re;ponse so child can imitate (example:
parent clapping hands when the target response is clapping hands)

(2) no more thah consecutive models;
(3) must occur within 3 seconds of an instruction if child doesn't do
(4) modificationS -

Ignoring: (1) removing all physical and social contact (example:-parenf
ttirning head away from 'child while child is behaving

inappropriately);
(2) must never 'Occur after target or appropriate response;
(3) must occur within 3-seconds of the "inappropriate" behavior;

(4) modifications

1.

-

The Second Pause Rule: Those techniques which areaifiterrupted by a one-second

pause and then repeated again are considered as oni technique per pause".

Exalpple: for Instructions: "Come over here", one second pause, "Come here"..

instructions)

r
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*- C. NON-WORD CUES: 'None given, none needed Nope given, but .

should have
#

Frequency:' Was this technique used enough?
.

too few just enough 'too many

Quality: When this technique was obgerved, was it usdd.appropriately?

None (0%) Few (1-33%) Half (34-67%)'

Most 68-99%)
4

Additional.Pr ems:

All (100%).A0____
. Or

.)too diStracting. -tncleat wriang kin&

other

D. MODELS: None given;41none needed NOne given, but Should have
Frequency: 'Was rhis technique used enough?

too few just enough too many

Quality: When this technique was observed, was it used appropriz4ely?

None .(0%) Few (1-33%) Half (34-67%)

Most (6899%) All (100%);

Additional Problems:

too slow too fast child not watching

too long ,Other

E. REINFORC61ENT:. Nope.given, np corfect child behavior occured

None given, but should have

Frequen4: Was this technique üsed enough?

too f'ew just enough too m:any

Quality: When this teclnique-was observed, lias it used, ap opriately?

A we.(0%) Few (1-33%) Half -(34-67%)

Most (0-99%) All (100%)

9

v
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II Summary tof. teaching:

A. Wer SMALL STEPS rewarded'appropriately?

None gliren, no correct child behavior occurred

;has No

B.' Use of teaching techniques:

1. instructions

2. Pro pte

3. on-Word Cues

4. Mod'els

5. Reinforcement

Ignoring

a

c

,

OK :

I.

Needs Work'
Frequency -. Quality

15

I.

7
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4

Additional ProblemA:

(,
Short Dirration LOng buration' Unexcited. gblivery

-
None or little social praise Given.after inapprouiate

behavior" , Other

F. IGNORING: None given, no inapproipriate child behavior oceurred

t

None given, bueshould have
* e ,

-Fxegvency: Was this jilkiniaue used Litough?
... ./

Jac) few
,

' 'Just ehOugh '- Too-rmaliY
--47- -

Quality: When this technique was observed, was it miied appropriately?
.

.

None (0%) Few (1-33%) . Half (34-67%)

ret (68-99%) All. (100%) 1

Additional Problems

Too long

Other

Too short Continued Attentiaa to-Child

0

. f

Wit

Ime,


